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Please stand by for realtime captions.  

 
Good afternoon, everyone. This is Curt Decker, executive director of NDRN and welcome to the 

Supreme Court Review update. As you know, we had a presentation back in early June at our 

annual meeting. On the cases that have been selected -- decided at that point. Lots of things have 

happened since the annual meeting so we asked a friend of the network, professor Samuel 

Bagenstos from the University of Maryland to help -- from the University of Michigan -- to bring 

us up-to-date on some of the things that have happened since the annual meeting and also relate 

them to the court's previous decision in the term. Samuel Bagenstos, as many of you know, with 

the department of justice for several years and has been working with the Protection and 

Advocacy program across the country we appreciate him taking the time to put this presentation 

together and educate us on some of the issues so without further ado, Sam, I will hand it over to.  

 
Great. Thank you. I enjoy talking to you although it is a distance by the experience to talk to my 

computer but I know that there are people out there. So that is good. What I want to do is talk 

about half a dozen or so cases that were decided by the Supreme Court since the time of your 

conference and then talk about a couple of earlier cases as well. That just a docent there are some 

points about which I want to emphasize. This was obviously, a very big term for the Supreme 

Court and the biggest cases, all -- as always, were at the end. There were some surprises and 

some not so surprising cases. But the surprising cases tended to turn out the right way, which is 

really unusual. So in that sense, it was a good term, probably not something that we will 

continue. But in any event, I thought that I would talk about the cases at the end of the term.  

 
What I want to talk about -- so some of these are ADA cases and some of those are in the 

neighborhood of ADA cases and some of these are even further removed but I think that they 

will be of interest. So one case that is a disability case but not an ADA case that was decided in 

the last couple of weeks of the term was a death penalty case from the field -- Brumfield versus 

Kane. It is one of the many cases following back Supreme Court's decision in Arkansas for 

Jeanette that holding the people with intellectual disabilities cannot be subject to the death 

penalty. 

 
Obviously, as you know, the court decided Atkins -- then all of these states that have allowed 

execution of people who had intellectual disabilities -- they had to figure out what to do with all 

of the people who were on death row or -- who were in the pipeline. Who had potential claims of 

intellectual disability in violation Atkins. So many states have done different things, and Atkins 

did not specify a particular kind of process that states could follow.  

 
Last term, the court considered a case involving whether a state could use an IQ cut off for 

intellectual disability that did not include the standard of measurement error. The court said it 

had to include the standard of measurement Eric -- standard error of measurement. And you see 



these cases come up again and again. Brumfield became another example of this. Brumfield was 

an individual who committed a murder, convicted of committing a murder in 1993 and, about 10 

years before Atkins determined that people with intellectual disabilities could not be executed. 

He was sentenced to death.  

 
In his proceedings, obviously, there was no way to claim that he was -- in his trial, there was no 

way to claim that he should not get the death penalty as a matter of law because of intellectual 

disability but his lawyers to report on evidence and mitigation that included lots of evidence that 

might tend to show that he had an intellectual disability. He had an IQ that had been measured in 

1975 that he had been labeled as learning disabled from a very young age.  

 
He had various adaptive and behavioral problems from a very young age. He was sentenced to 

death anyway. But after Atkins, he began postconviction proceedings in the state to say, yeah, 

actually, this is an individual with an intellectual disability who should not be -- who should not 

be executed. The state trial court said, no, no, this is not somebody with an intellectual disability. 

The IQ is 75. 75 is higher than 70 and therefore it is not an intellectual disability.  

 
In any event, all the stuff about behavioral and adaptive concerns is equally -- equally consistent 

like he is just a really bad guy. So the state trial court rejected the postconviction proceedings. 

The state Supreme Court summarily affirmed and Brumfield -- Brumfield brought the case to 

federal court under federal habeas corpus. After the antiterrorism and death penalty act of 1996, 

one of the many awesome statues that printed does President Clinton signed when he was 

running for reelection -- under that statute, a federal previous claim can only succeed if it shows 

not just that the state court decision was wrong, and not just that the petitioners custody or 

sentence is in violation of the Constitution but the state court acted unreasonably.  

 
The District Court in this case, in Louisiana, found that there was sufficient evidence that the 

state court was unreasonable in determining that Brumfield did not have an intellectual disability. 

They held it full scale evidentiary hearing at the end of the evidentiary hearing held that, in fact, 

looking at all of the evidence, including evidence and time of trial and evidence from the habeas 

corpus proceedings, that, in fact, that there was ample reason to believe that Brumfield had an 

intellectual disability and should not get the death penalty and the fifth circuit, as always, or is 

typical of any event -- reverse and said there should not have been an evidentiary hearing 

because there is nothing unreasonable about the trial court's decision.  

 
The Supreme Court granted start and when they grant CERT over a decision like this that is 

highly fact specific, one would expect that they are likely to reverse the lower court and that is 

what they did. And just as -- writing an opinion for the four more liberal justices joined by 

Justice Kennedy who is an ally for the more liberal justices in these cases -- he said, no, there 

were certainly submission evidence to determine evidentiary hearing here to show that was 

unreasonable, the trial court and the state trial court was unreasonable in rejecting the 

postconviction, proceeding. 

 
Therefore, the court sent it back to the District Court. What is notable about this case -- I mean, it 

is another example of the court, just as last year, of the court saying, look, we are giving states 

space to interpret Atkins but we're going to take I can seriously. Atkins has to mean something 



and the prohibition on executing people with intellectual disabilities has to mean something that 

cannot be easily evaded by state trial courts, just summarily declaring that individuals did not 

have intellectual disabilities. We have to recognize errors of measurement. We have to recognize 

that there is often a lot of factual information that could be relevant here.  

 
It really shows the court superintending this process. In a very serious way. To make sure that 

people can bring Atkins claims. So to that extent, it is important. Also notable, although less so 

for NDRN purposes but just for local color purposes, the principal dissent in this case it was 

written by Justice Thomas. Justice Thomas -- he went through all of the normal stuff that you go 

through in a dissent. And then, in a part of his descent that was not joined by any of the other 

justices in dissent, he said, what I would like to do is compare Mr. Brumfield and the crime that 

he committed, which was killing a woman who is a police officer in Louisiana, with the life of 

one of his victims.  

 
So the son of the police officer who was killed here is a person named Warrick Dunn. A very 

famous football player for Florida State and then somebody else -- somebody in the NFL -- a 

very successful football player. Who gave back to the community and Justice Thomas basically 

said, look, here we have this person who did something horrible and we are giving him relief 

about what we should be doing is praising this person who made the most out of what was really 

horrible situation.  

 
The other justices -- Justice Alito wrote a separate offense -- dissent think that I do not joined 

that opinion I think it is an inspiring story does he actually said I think it is an inspiring story, but 

I do not want anybody to think that this has anything to do with the law that we are deciding 

here.  

 
So that is that case. There was another death penalty case it towards the end of the term that was 

also very important. That does not really have anything to do with disability issues accepted to 

the extent that Atkins and other cases like that play into what led to this. But it is nonetheless of 

interest so I thought that I would talk about it which is the case [ Indiscernible ] versus Gross.  

 
Gloss of involved a challenge to the execution protocol and the protocol that a number of states 

have begun using as public pressure and pharmaceutical companies have stopped supplying the 

drugs that used to be used in lethal injections. States that want to carry out the death penalty have 

been scrambling to find all of these untested means of killing people. One protocol that they 

settled on is a protocol using a diazepam called admit as a lamb. Which is supposed to make 

somebody sedate and not know what is going on before they get killed. There is lots of evidence 

that, in fact, what happens is it makes people feel like they are -- their insides are burning out. It 

leads to long and lingering and horrific death.  

 
There have been a number of examples of this and this has led to challenges that this is cruel and 

unusual punishment. What the majority said in rejecting the claim that this is cruel and unusual 

punishment is, number one, and this is the most important part of the opinion -- the court an 

opinion by Justice Alito, probably the most strong pro-prosecution judge on the Supreme Court 

said, look, you have to -- if you want to challenge a method of execution, you have to point me 

to something that is better.  



 
So you think that this is bad -- fine. Tell me condemned inmate what you would prefer to be 

executed by. If not by theirs, which of course, is a horrific thing to require somebody to do takes 

it as a given and Justice Alito says -- takes is a given -- a look, if there is a death penalty, we 

have to have a way to put it into execution. There has got to be some means or some method of 

execution. I think a lot of people would say that that is a pretty horrific principle if you only -- 

the only method of execution that is available is disemboweling -- we might say, then, execution 

is cruel and unusual punishment period. But the first principle for the justice and for the court the 

first principle is we have a death penalty and we have to figure out how to make sure that we can 

carry it out.  

 
In dissent, so the four more liberal justices case -- dissent here -- Justice Kennedy -- all joining 

the majority in the Atkins case -- in Brumfield versus payment does not joined with more liberal 

justices here and said he joins with the more familiar conservative side but the four defenders, 

more liberal justices, two of them -- somewhere and Kato said that there is plenty of evidence 

that this is a cruel and unusual method of execution of a same that the evidence is reliant on junk 

science and it is really terrible.  

 
So basically, go at it just on its own terms. What is more interesting is Justice Breyer joined by 

Justice Ginsburg weapon on the court 20 years and repeatedly said that they think that that death 

penalty is constitutional are now changing their mind and see that the death penalty now is 

unreliable, it is arbitrary and its application and the delays in its implementation mean that there 

is unnecessary and wanton infliction of pain on people in death row.  

 
It is increasingly being abandoned and so the court should rule unconstitutional. This seems to be 

a pattern for more liberal justices to find the death penalty constitutional earlier in their terms and 

than 20 years later say, in fact, we think it is unconstitutional but it will be really interesting to 

say what happens in the death penalty cases now that Breyer and Ginsburg have taken about 

position.  

 
So let me talk about one more sort of non-disability case. But also has great interest in -- which is 

obviously the big case of the term and the case of the century -- which is at the upper -- over to 

fellow case. Alberta fell versus Hodges. A set of cases join together on whether it was 

constitutional for states to deny the right to marry and the right to recognition of marriage to 

same-sex couples and many people -- of the court has over the past 20 years, really, moved 

towards in a very stepwise fashion but in an extra bold fashion towards this day, recognizing the 

full and equal citizenship of gays and lesbians, first in the case Roman versus Evans in 1996, 

which invalidated a Colorado state law that forbids localities from prohibiting discrimination on 

the basis of sexual orientation.  

 
Then in Lawrence V Texas in 2003, which overturned marriage -- hard-working says it is 

unconstitutional for states to criminalize gay sex, and then in the United States versus Windsor, 

in which the court said, that the Defense of marriage act, another one of these great Bill Clinton 

1996 statutes, in which the court said that the Defense of marriage act was unconstitutional.  

 



It denied gay and lesbian constant -- couples the right to equal dignity with other couples and 

states that recognized their marriages. Finally, in Obergefell where the court said that of the 14th 

amendment, both the due process clause and the equal protection clause, working and can't 

tandem, working in a sort of synergistic way, prohibits states from denying people who are 

same-sex couples the same right to marry as opposite sex couples get.  

 
This is the opinion that Justice Kennedy has been building towards. Every one of those three 

cases that I talked about before, Romer and Lawrence and Windsor -- they were all written by 

Justice Kennedy. Justice Kennedy wrote Obergefell as well. Joined by the former liberal justices. 

The case was issued on the same day. On the anniversary of his opinion in Lawrence and his 

opinion in Windsor. It was issued on a Friday, which is unusual day for the court to issue 

opinions so many people think that he kind of did that on purpose to try to make sure that -- from 

now on, at every gay pride parade, they're going to say Justice Kennedy day is June 23.  

 
June 23, June 26 -- excuse me. But in any event, and it is a very broad opinion. It states that a 

marriage is a fundamental right and that marriage may be used to be about people of the opposite 

sex but that marriage has changed. And it has changed long before this litigation. This is a point 

that Justice Ginsberg brought out in oral argument, pointing to her own litigation in the 1970s 

but when she was challenging sex discrimination and state law. One of the pieces of sex 

discrimination and stay law for a long time was that when a woman got married to a man, the 

woman's legal personality disappears and a woman's right to hold property to transfer property, 

to make contracts, disappeared.  

 
At that point, what marriage was opposite sex institution based on patriarchy and built on 

subordination of the women's interest and that has now changed in the law and it had changed 

will be for this to be a relationship, a legally recognized relationship between two people, who 

are committed to each other over the long-term and a set of contract and property relationships 

among them that must be recognized by them but also by third parties.  

 
What Justice Kennedy said is that it just deprives gays and lesbians of their dignity and of their 

autonomy to deny them the right to enter into the same kind of marriage that opposite sex 

couples can enter into. A very broad opinion, a very strong opinion, but one that we pretty much 

all so coming. What is -- so coming.  

 
What is interesting here is the dissent and the four justices dissented. The dissent take different 

tones per Chief Justice Roberts tries to say, look, you celebrate all you want but that this 

achievement but the Constitution had nothing to do with it. In fact, judges have no business 

doing this, and this is a democratic process but this should be a democratic process decided. 

Justice William I think in the -- in the lady doth protest too much as I do not really care about 

this case. I do not care what it means to you. Maybe gay marriage is going to do that for the 

world but I do not care about that. What I care about is preserving this court's rule as protecting 

democratic decision-making and at some point there is in the original meaning of the 

Constitution that forbids it and nothing in the original meaning of the Constitution that 

appropriate -- forbids states from prohibiting same-sex marriage in many people would say that 

is an indictment of his kind of regionalism and there was nothing in the 14th amendment that 



prohibited school segregation or prohibit states from having those occur which are laws that 

made a woman lose her legal personality to a man when she got married.  

 
But in any event, he said, I do not care about this case. Which is a really interesting change of 

tone for him because in his older defense, he has dissented from every one of the gay rights cases 

and in his older defense, he used to traffic much more heavily in these homophobic and now he 

does not do that any kind goes out of his way to say he does not care. Justice Thomas writes a 

really interesting opinion. He says, look, liberty under the Constitution is just locomotion. It is 

just a freedom of movement and there is nothing about sex that is bad and Justice Alito writes an 

opinion -- dissenting say that what really upsets me is now that everybody who thinks that gays it 

should not be allowed to get married is going to be called a bigot and I cannot believe that you 

would do that as that ways as heavily as the interest of two loving committed people to get 

married to each other.  

 
In any event, a big case. So a more -- a case involving -- another surprising case involving the 

application of the civil rights statute -- inclusive communities case. Texas Department of 

community affairs versus inclusive communities project which involved the question about 

whether there is a disparate impact cause of action under the fair housing act. Fair housing act 

does not include express language that provides for disparate impact cause of action. It does 

include express language on disability that there is a reasonable accommodation requirement in 

various respects.  

 
It does not include express language on disparate impact. Nonetheless, beginning in the early 

1970s, every lower court who has decided the question which by the end was nearly all of them, 

I determined that just as under title VII, excuse me -- under title VII, there was a prohibition on 

discrimination in the fair housing act -- it included a prohibition on disparate impact.  

 
No split in the circuits on this for the Department of Housing and Urban Development which is 

the principal implementer of the statute agreed that there is disparate impact liability forever on 

this and the Reagan Administration and the Justice Department briefly took a different position 

but then changed back. So there was really no need for the court to hear this case. Nonetheless, 

the court really went out of its way to hear the issue, whether disparate impact claims are 

available under the fair housing act.  

 
It took a case if your back, magna versus Gallagher, a case involving really terrible tax for the 

plaintiff. The plaintiffs were a bunch of slumlords that allege that the city of St. Paul in efforts to 

enforce housing codes against them to protect their residents from vermin and to ensure that the 

residents had heat and in the St. Paul winters that that have a disparate impact on the minority 

residents -- that was a really bad case. Through a lot of hard work by folks in the civil rights 

community as well as others, that case settled after the Supreme Court granted CERT so the 

court did not have the opportunity to hear the issue in the magna case but then, soon thereafter, 

the court granted CERT again from a case from out Holly New Jersey challenging a 

redevelopment program which was alleged to have a disparate impact on black residents by 

clearing them out essentially sort of classic slum clearance kind of case.  

 



It brought by -- abroad by community organization. That case again settled after the court 

granted CERT again with the efforts of folks in the civil rights community. But then, finally, 

there comes this case, inclusive communities where the petition -- petitioner is the state of Texas 

and they are not going to settle. They want to get to the Supreme Court to say that there is no 

disparate impact claim under the fair housing act and they want the court to say, actually, the 

disparate impact is unconstitutional.  

 
Because it forces or puts pressure on those that regulate to engage in quota systems essentially 

which themselves with the unconstitutional. So this case takes a very long time between 

argument and decision. It is argued on January 21 and decided on June 25 so near the very end of 

the term, and it takes a long time -- I am not clear exactly why, although there is a hint in Justice 

Thomas's dissent but the court it -- court ultimately says that even though we have branded -- 

three times decided this question when we did not have to because there's no split in the circuits 

and in fact, all of the lower courts were right and there are disparate impact claims under the fair 

housing act.  

 
Just based on classic statutory interpretation, the relevant language of the fair housing act is 

similar to the language of title VII that the court interpreted and Greeks to include a disparate 

impact cause of action. I feel like my camera is gone but you can still hear me, I hope. In any 

event, the relevant language is the same as the language in Griggs. It is the same and the 

language in Griggs in any way. In 2008, 1998 -- 1988 -- excuse me -- when Congress reenacted 

the fair housing act with amendments, the amendments contemplated having a disparate cause of 

action so there is a disparate impact cause of action.  

 
Justice -- the four more conservative justices dissented -- Justice Thomas is in some ways the 

most interesting because Justice Thomas says, look, disparate impact has never been appropriate 

and was not appropriate in Griggs and he spends most of his time challenging this decision from 

1971, decided by Warren Burger, and reaffirmed by Congress in the Civil Rights Act of 1991. 

To say that there really was not disparate impact ever and it was just a complete usurpation on 

the part of the court to allow it.  

 
But in any event, there is a 5-4 decision by the court that says there is a disparate impact under 

the fair housing act and this obviously has some implications for disability, although because it 

disability has a specific reasonable accommodation provision in the statute, we are really only 

talking about the kind of broader disparate impact claims but sometimes those claims are broad 

and so I think it is important that way. One of the important pieces of the case -- of the inclusive 

communities opinion by Justice Kennedy for the court -- is Justice Kennedy specifically says that 

unconscious or implicit bias is a form of intentional discrimination.  

 
He says that one of the reasons why we need to get and we need to have disparate impact 

liability is because there is all of this intentional discrimination out there that is really hard to 

find and really hard to prove. One of the examples that he gives of intentional discrimination that 

is hard to prove his unconscious bias. This is an issue that had been sort of up in the air. I thought 

that the court determined -- doctrine certainly indicated that unconscious bias was intentional 

discrimination or discrimination actuated by unconscious bias was intentional but lots of people 



felt differently and this is good because it expands the notion of intentional discrimination in a 

way that is helpful.  

 
Okay. Another case from the end of the term. King versus Burwell. The Affordable Care Act 

case. This is a case where I think that the biggest take away from the perspective of NDRN folks 

and disability folks should be, wow, we really dodged a couple of bullets here. Most people I 

think that we really dodged one bullet. Right? And the bullet is that the court could have 

interpreted the Affordable Care Act in a way that would make the statute basically devour itself.  

 
The quarter did not do that. So the court -- the court did not do that and so on the exchanges, on 

which many people will get insurance under Obama care, people are entitled to subsidies. States 

are required to set of exchanges, but if the states do not set up exchanges, the federal government 

is supposed to set up the exchanges and operate them for them. May states, typically with 

Republican governors or legislatures did not set up their own exchanges so the federal 

government that of visits changes for that. Some enterprising conservative litigators found some 

language in the Affordable Care Act which is a big statute and his got some inconsistencies in it -

- it they found some language that could be read in isolation to suggest that the subsidies that 

make the exchanges work with not be available on an exchange set up by the state -- set up by 

the federal government expect this is not something that anybody thought of at the time. This is 

not something that was on the mind of any of the states when they rejected having Obama care 

exchanges and forced the -- federal government to run them and in fact many doctors said that 

the federal government run it because the same thing will happen if they run it as we run it but 

we will not have to run it and it will be better for us but nonetheless some enterprising lawyers, 

language that suggested that maybe the subsidies would not operate on those exchanges.  

 
If the subsidies did not operate, it is likely that the whole thing would have collapsed because 

without the subsidies, people will not be able to buy insurance and particularly people with the 

kinds of conditions that you want to buy insurance. People without pre-existing conditions, 

people without extensive conditions. The people who would otherwise leave the insurance 

market, and we know from the example of states that adopted requirements -- that adopted 

prohibitions on pre-existing conditions exclusions without getting more people who are healthy 

into insurance market -- if you do that, the insurance system collapses. Only sick people end of 

getting insurance and premium goes well, premiums go way up and more and more people leave 

the insurance system except for the six people and premiums go up even further and you get up 

having this death spiral.  

 
So this could have been catastrophic. Chief Justice Roberts in an opinion for himself, the former 

liberal justices and Justice Kennedy said, yeah, but that is not really what the statute says. There 

is that language in isolation but there is other language in the statute that says, when the federal 

government operates in exchange, it operates the same kind exchange as the state does and in 

any event, choosing between these two pieces of language, we should choose the interpretation 

that makes the statutory scheme actually work instead of the one that makes the statutory -- 

scheme totally fail.  

 
Totally reasonable and good any good -- a big win for Obama care. But what is especially 

important, I think, for folks in our group is that in the run-up to the case, and this is the second 



bullet that was dodged -- in the run-up to the argument of the case, a lot of more liberal defenders 

of Obama care were really getting worried. They were worried that the court was going to read 

the statute as not allowing the use of subsidies on state operated exchanges.  

 
So they started coming up with a whole bunch of theories, and whole bunch of theories about, 

well, even aside from the plain text of the statute, you ought to read the statute to allow subsidies 

on federally operated exchanges. Why? Well, among the reasons that they came up with were a 

series of federalism theories, -- one was based on pin her spec one was based on the argument 

that if Congress was going to make losing subsidies on federal only exchanges a consequence of 

choosing a federal only exchange, they should have done it clearly. Otherwise, the statute was it 

is not unconstitutional and we should not be read this way for federalism reasons.  

 
Other people argued that what Congress was basically doing -- if the statute is read the way that 

challenges wanted is threatening to shut down state insurance markets if the states to do not set 

up their own exchanges, and that is unconstitutionally coercive under the Supreme Court's 

previous Obama care decision. If the court had adopted one of these theories and it would have 

upheld the position that subsidies were available on federal only exchanges, that would have 

been good for that case. But the consequences for folks like us who are trying to enforce federal 

spending conditions all the time of a more robust and even more robust than it already is 

coercion theory or 10 Hearst notice theory would have been really bad.  

 
So I was running around in the pure before the argument in the case say, people, look, I really 

hope that we do not win on this grant. I hope that we win on that street statutory interpretation 

grab because if we win on the federalism ground people thought that maybe that was the way to 

get Roberts or Kennedy and the only way that they will roll for the government in this case is to 

be kind of a nice little Easter egg for conservatives to use to challenge federal government 

policies and the future. But that is directly have been really bad for us. The fortunate thing is that 

the court did not go in for any of that. The court did not say anything about these federalism 

issues but it just decided the case based on statutory interpretation.  

 
Justice Scalia wrote many of his -- one of his many hot the sensei that the court for the third time 

has rewritten of the Affordable Care Act and we should not call it Obama care anymore but we 

should call it Scotus care because the Scotus is as much an author as anybody else. But in the 

end, a good win for both the Affordable Care Act and for avoiding what could have been really 

problematic holdings on federalism.  

 
Okay. There were a couple of cases that I wanted to talk about from earlier in the term. I think 

that I will end by talking about she in which I know you guys have talked about. But let me talk 

about -- Abercrombie and Fitch was decided -- EEOC versus Abercrombie and Fitch was 

decided right around the time of that Bob did his presentation. It is a religion case. It is not a 

disability case. It is a title VII religious discrimination case, but it has overtones that are relevant 

to disability cases, and I think that it gives you some sense of kind of the zeitgeist and kind of 

were some of the justices might be coming from on disability cases so that case was an 

accommodation case. A young woman applied to work at an Abercrombie and Fitch store. They 

had a policy and many disability folks know about Abercrombie and Fitch because of the case 

that Amy Roberts and they had brought against the Hollister brand that they operate.  



 
How anti--- how anti-access they have been in that case. In those matters. But they have a policy 

consistent with that all of their salespeople have to look in a particular way. They call it L, P, the 

looks policy this what -- young woman who applies is Muslim although she does not disclose 

that she is Muslim. She is wearing a headscarf in the interview and she gets rejected for the job 

because she is wearing a headscarf and that would be inconsistent with the looks policy. She 

never gets asked why she is wearing a headscarf or would you be able to take a headscarf off. 

She never gets engaged in any process in determining whether they can accommodate that 

policy. They just say, sorry.  

 
You cannot work here. and the reason why, without giving her an opportunity to explain up at 

the reason why because she had the headscarf and she said -- cc saying that title VII of the Civil 

Rights Act protects me against discrimination based on religion and says that discrimination 

based on religion include the failure to provide reasonable accommodation to my religious 

practice, except where it would cause an undue hardship and just like the ADA.  

 
She wins in the District Court and the Court of Appeals says, yeah, actually, no. They had no 

reason to believe -- EEOC on her behalf -- the Court of Appeals for the 10th circuit says, look, 

you applicant did not give the employer the opportunity -- you did not tell the employer that you 

needed an accommodation. You have to tell the employer that you need an accommodation. 

Which it seems -- it seems ridiculous to say, when an employer refuses to hire you without 

getting -- giving you the chance to explain that you need accommodation that sometimes you 

cannot challenge it because you never explained that you needed an accommodation.  

 
The Supreme Court grant CRT over what is a factual claims it looks like they are going to 

reverse and they do reverse in an 8-1 decision by Justice Scalia who says, interestingly, that this 

is really a matter of intentional discrimination. There is no standalone prohibition or requirement 

of reasonable accommodation under title VII in religion, which is something that I think all of us 

are working in this area just learned.  

 
The statute does include reasonable accommodation as part of the definition of religion but all 

the cases up to this point had been litigated on the theory that just like with the ADA, there was 

some prohibition on failure to accommodate. In title VII for religion cases. Justice Scalia said, 

no, it is intentional discrimination but that does not mean that they had to have known that she 

was doing this for religious purposes. All it means is that they have to have been motivated by 

her religious practice, and maybe, he says, they would have had to suspect it does the thing that 

they were rejecting her for was motivated by her religious practice but he did not even decide 

that.  

 
What is interesting is that Justice Thomas dissent which I think that you will see more of an 

disability cases -- this kind of analysis is actually similar to the analysis that justice Scalia has 

offered and some disability cases. Justice Thomas dissented say, hey, there is no discrimination 

here. If anybody had worn anything on their head, Abercrombie and Fitch would not have 

allowed them to work there because that is inconsistent with their looks policy. There is no 

evidence that they applied their looks policy any differently to Muslims then to anybody else.  

 



It just happens to be that if you are an observant Muslim who covers your head, you cannot 

comply with a look policy but that is not discrimination. That may be discriminatory impact but 

it is not discriminatory intent. Remember that justice Scalia in the Barnett case -- he interprets 

reasonable accommodation in the ADA employment context as being about disability specific 

obstacles, reading it fairly closely to intentional discrimination or justice Scalia the case in -- 

Casey Martin case reading reasonable modification in the title III context again fairly closely to 

intentional discrimination and here, too, Justice Thomas dissented from the Scalia opinion -- his 

dissent reads, read that the accommodation mandate for religion very closely to intentional 

discrimination much more closely -- as being almost coextensive with the prohibition on 

intentional discrimination so I think that you will see that kind of analysis in the future cases.  

 
One other case that you probably talked about at your conference was Armstrong versus 

exceptional child center. I do not want to say a lot about it. This raised the question of whether 

Medicaid causes of action could be brought under a preemption cause of action instead of just 

under section 1983 where there are provisions of the Medicaid act that are not enforceable under 

privately under section 1983, could affect private parties bring injunctive action say, you have 

violated this provision of the Medicaid act and your actions are therefore preempted and 

therefore we get an ex partake young injunction against it.  

 
Many people worry that the court in this case -- everybody thought of the court in this case was 

going to rule against the plaintiffs who were challenging the 30 A provision of the Medicaid act 

which requires a reimbursement to be sent at a rate that is sufficient to enlist enough providers 

but most people thought that the plaintiff was going to lose that because -- I do not know that 

there is any lower court that said that that provision is enforceable under section 1983, certainly 

not since Gonzaga in 2002, and it is a very vague and amorphous kind of requirement. It does not 

look like the kind of thing that state -- of that courts really want to enforce. And in fact, that is 

what the court determined.  

 
Many people were worried that the court would use Armstrong as an occasion to really cut back 

on the opportunity to seek injunctive relief against states for violating federal law and they did 

not do that. The court's decision was very much based on the idea that what is going on with 30 a 

of the Medicaid act is -- it is a statute that is -- it has vague standards and standards that are very 

-- that require interpretation a policy as much as law and it is a statute that is in the first instance 

supposed to be enforced by CMS.  

 
So we should have this administrative venue be the place that we go. And this is really driven as 

much by Justice Breyer who is interestingly the fifth vote joining the four more hard right 

conservatives with Justice Kennedy flipping to join the more liberal justices -- safety Justice 

Breyer and dissent and Justice Breyer has repeatedly emphasized the idea that agencies should be 

deciding cases like this. Obviously, this is not great for folks like us. It is not -- in many ways, it 

is not sensible to expect -- given the experience, it is not sensible to expect that CMS is going to 

actively monitor and enforce these requirements over all of the states that it deals with. CMS is a 

very close relationship with the states. It sees the states as the client and so they do not want to 

enforce in the way that they could enforce is by withholding federal funds which is like cutting 

off your nose to spite your face, harming the people who these laws are supposed to help expect 

they do not want to enforce it but nonetheless, Justice Breyer pushes to having the administrative 



body decide and this is a better result that we could have expected otherwise. Another case that is 

a better result that we could have expected otherwise and Alaska's I will talk about before 

opening it up in case anybody have questions is the shin case which I know that you talked about 

at your meeting.  

 
I want to get on a soapbox about she entered team, first melt -- two things about Sheehan. Let me 

back up you all probably know the facts of Sheehan. Sheehan was a case involving the police 

and San Francisco responding to an effort to temporarily institutionalize a woman in a group 

home who had a mental illness. Temporarily institutionalize her for an evaluation, her social 

worker had called and everybody knew that they were dealing with a person with a mental 

illness.  

 
The police to show up at the group home to try to initiate the process of bringing her into 

custody. They go into her house. She does not want to let them in. They go into her room, 

despite her lack of consent. She pulls a kitchen knife on them. They back off. They close the 

door and they decide what to do next. There is a crisis intervention team on its way. But instead 

of waiting for that team to arrive and do whatever it does, they burst back in again and issued her 

several times -- and fortunately survives and she sues the county -- of the city and County for 

violating her rights under title II of the ADA, and she sues the individual officers involved for an 

unreasonable search and seizure under the search and seizure.  

 
The ninth circuit says that the case can proceed. The case goes up to the Supreme Court and goes 

up to the Supreme Court and a very dangerous theory on the ADA claim as well as a rather 

typical argument on the fourth amendment claim and the dangerous there on the ADA claim is 

that several Cisco says the court should decide that title II of the ADA does not apply to on the 

ground encounters between police and people that they are dealing with. Which may be -- the 

fifth circuit has says versions of this and other circuits have said versions of this and I have 

always thought it was not entirely clear what the lower court opinion say whether there think that 

the statute does not cover this or instead they are saying that -- any effort that was provided was 

a reasonable accommodation.  

 
In any event, the court is asked to and agrees to decide the question whether the ADA covers on 

the ground -- encounters between police and police that -- and folks that they are dealing with. 

This is scary because, they seem to say in 1998 that title II of the ADA, basically applies to 

anything state and local governments do and this is something that state and local governments 

do, service program or activity -- the police officers here engaged in activity? Yes. Of course 

they were. What is an activity? It is a thing that you do. So the idea that the court was taking this 

seriously was problematic and in gasket where the court says the ADA title II of applies to prison 

the courts is obviously what is going on here includes of lots of services programs and activities. 

 
We are not going to create some a textual exception from the coverage of title II for particularly 

strong areas of sovereign interest of the state like public safety. Like running prisons. So you are 

wondering, what are they going to do in the police context to get around those holdings? It is 

really worried some and the idea that enough justices were taking it seriously raises a lot of red 

flags. Fortunately, thanks to the work of all of the folks in the disability rights movement, putting 



pressure on the city, both among lawyers putting pressure on them and in the grassroots putting 

pressure on them, the city ultimately changes their argument.  

 
When the case gets to the Supreme Court, all that they are arguing on the eighth game is -- did 

title II prohibit what these officers did as opposed to do title II even apply? The court gets really 

ticked off at the change in position. They say, you asked us to grant CERT on one thing and now 

you're asking us to decide a different thing. This is outrageous. They refused to decide the issue. 

Justice Scalia and Justice King would go further and not decide the whole case and with it, you 

asked us to take the case on false pretenses. Forget it could go out of here.  

 
What is worrisome about Justice Alito opinion for the court in Sheehan in the part that says that 

there is no -- they are not going to decide the ADA question is first while they do take the ADA 

question seriously as they did when it granted CERT but secondly, they say, by the way, there is 

another issue here that nobody has talked about and that nobody has raised for us but we think it 

might be a problem. That is everybody seems to assume that states and localities are vicariously 

liable for ADA violations by their employees but we have never how that and we would want 

briefing on that before we decide that.  

 
So this injects an issue that has not been four years a part of ADA litigation. Now it is into ADA 

litigation and creates serious -- the prospect of further litigation on it in many cases. But my 

soapbox pieces that. What the Sheehan case shows on the title II issued on the fourth amendment 

issue the police officers when -- police officers always been excessive force cases in the 

Supreme Court. The court says that there is qualified immunity here. That always happens but on 

the ADA claim, I think that what the court's opinion shows is just how close we were to dodging 

a real -- to not dodging a real bullet. That this was, unfortunate to say that in the context of a case 

where someone was shot, I understand. This is a case where the court could easily have said lots 

of negative things. About title II of the ADA. The Supreme Court has some good decisions in 

this term. I have talked about a bunch of good decisions the court had on this term and the 

Supreme Court is still not your friend. It is not different of the disability rights movement and not 

the friend of the ADA.  

 
Before even thinking about bringing in an ADA claim into the Supreme Court, talk to a lot of 

people. Talk to the experts on the Supreme Court and on the ADA. Because getting the wrong 

case in front of the Supreme Court could still do a lot of harm and I do think that I have said this 

before in the last couple of weeks. Historians will note that the liberal Roberts court lasted for 

about a week at the end of June Historians will note that the liberal Roberts court lasted for about 

a week at the end of June 2015. But we are going to see the beginning of next term of the court 

revert to form and I would hate it if there were ADA cases that got up there that would be decide 

wrongly.  

 
Okay. That is what I have to say. I appreciate you taking the time to listen. It seems like there are 

still a lot of people on and happy to take any questions that people have depending on how Curt 

or others can figure out how to moderate.  

 
Thank you, Sam. Very much. Very enlightening and very interesting. I'm going to ask the 

operator to come back on and manage the queue for the question and answers.  



 
Thank you. We will now become a question and answer session. If you have a question, please 

press star 1 on your touchtone telephone. If you wish to be removed from the queue, press the 

#or the Husky. There will be a delay before the first question is announced. If you're using a 

speakerphone you may need to pick up the handset first before pressing the numbers. Once 

again, if you have a question, please press star 1 on your touchtone telephone.  

 
[ Pause ]  

 
It looks like we had no questions as of right now.  

 
All right. Why don't we wait a second, operator. 

 
[ Pause ]  

 
Sam, this is Curt. I would ask you one question. Your references of the Sheehan case of the 

outside work of the disability community, getting the argument change, I also heard from the 

assistant generally thought that -- the Brummell was very helpful. Any thoughts about the rule 

for folks not intimately involved in the Supreme Court case and is it worth the effort to do a big 

media or Twitter or social media campaign in an attempt to impact these cases?  

 
Yes. I think it can be really helpful. I mean, you know, I think that it can be really helpful. I think 

that there are different ways that it can be helpful. So she and is an example of putting pressure 

on one of the litigants to abandon that -- a bad position and ultimately putting pressure on one of 

the -- one of the litigants to do something that was harmful to their interest in the case which 

made us all happy in the end. Obviously, we have experienced a doing that in the disability 

community in one of the cases that the court had agreed to decide about constitutionality of the 

ADA and sovereign immunity back in the 2000. The hazing case. Were California had been the 

petitioner. This was a bad set of facts to get in front of the Supreme Court and we were really 

worried about it and was really the disability community in California that put pressure on that 

then Attorney General to put pressure on the rest of the state government to withdraw that CERT 

position and I think that that kind of thing can be very helpful. And it is definitely something that 

people are used to doing. I think that King versus Braswell gives you an example of another 

approach to this, another kind of public pressure, which is, I think that when the court granted 

CERT in King versus Bridwell, they were probably 5 both on the court to get the affordable care 

act or to got that part of the Affordable Care Act that they really thought that the best way to read 

the statute was to say that, if you have a federally operated exchange, there are no subsidies on it 

and I think that there was a lot of work done by a lot of folks -- some of them lawyers and 

professors, but also a lot of them just people who were in Congress at the time, experts in the 

field, to say, hey, wait a minute. This really would be a reading of the statute that would not 

make any sense. It would read the statute to devour itself and there is no way that any rational 

Congress would have thought that or even the congress -- the Congress that we have would have 

thought that. So I do think that that kind of pressure -- sometimes is Justices or their clerks read 

stuff. It gets into that guys -- it gets in the newspaper of the justices and the clerks all read -- 

many of them read the New York Times and justice Scalia pretty much says he only listens to 

willing radio and listen to Fox news and I'm not kidding you -- I am not making that up and he 



said that in New York magazine a couple of years ago but most of the justices read the 

newspaper and listen to NPR and their clerks tended to follow the buzz is about these cases so I 

think it can be important to get these ideas out there. Talking and reaching out to people like 

Adam Liptak in the New York Times who the justices all read I think is very important as well. 

Yeah. I think that that is something -- NDRN is a good kind of hope for that kind of activity.  

 
[ Pause ]  

 
Thank you, Sam. And assistant general actually said that he felt that he would ask questions 

about justices of things that were not briefed but had been mentioned in blogs.  

 
Yes.  

 
Operator, are there any other questions pending?  

 
[ Pause ]  

 
Not rate a. Once again, if you look question, please press star 1 on your touchtone telephone.  

 
[ Pause ]  

 
We will wait one second or two and see if anyone has any -- anyone is slow on the trigger. Okay. 

Well, we promised one hour and we have done that and I want to thank you again for taking the 

time to prepare and deliver this. Clearly you have convinced everybody of your views.  

 
[ Laughter ]  

 
As I always do.  

 
Yes. Thank you so much and thank you everyone for participating in today's call. We will end 

the call at this point.  

 
All right.  

 
Thank you. Ladies and judgment, this concludes today's conference. Thank you for participating. 

You may now disconnect. 


